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Good News: People
Maria Piarulli (ANL → Washington University) 
Saori Pastore (LANL→ Washington University)  
Rodrigo Navarro Perez (LLNL, Ohio→ San Diego State U) 
All named to new faculty positions in 2018

NUCLEI researcher Pieter Maris (ISU)  
elected to NUGEX

Matt Caplan (Indiana)

2018 APS dissertation

award in Nuclear Physics

Stefano Gandolfi (LANL)

Received DOE 

Early Career Award in 

Nuclear Physics (2018).



Physics of Nuclei & Matter
•NN interactions & chiral effect field theory 

•Light Nuclear Spectra 

•Heavy neutron-rich nuclei (FRIB) 

•Beta Decay 

•Nuclear Structure and dynamics 
     at short-ranges (NN separation) 

•Electron Scattering (JLAB) 

•Neutrino Scattering (DUNE) 

•Neutron Stars (LIGO) 

•  New support from NNSA: 
   light ion reactions and fission 
strong connections to lattice QCD  
and nuclear astrophysics



ASCR-supported work in NUCLEI 
SciDAC Institutes in Blue

• Algorithmic/Automatic Differentiation: S.H. Krishna Narayanan 
• Eigenvalue Solvers/Linear Algebra: Esmond Ng, Chao Yang (FASTMath) 
• High-Performance Computing: Hai Ah Nam 
• Load Balancing/Memory Management: Ralph Butler, Rusty Lusk 
• Multiresolution/Nonlinear Approximation: George Fann 
• Numerical Optimization: Jared O’Neal, Stefan Wild (FASTMath) 
• Performance Optimization: H. Metin Aktulga, Gustav Jansen 
• Performance Optimization: Boyana Norris (RAPIDS), Sam Pollard 
• Uncertainty Quantification: Earl Lawrence



RESOURCE & APPL ICATION PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH 
COMPUTAT ION ,  I NFORMAT ION ,  AND DATA SC I ENCE

SCIDAC4 INSTITUTE 

RAPIDS

Data Understanding

• Scalable methods
• Robust infrastructure
• Machine learning

Platform Readiness

• Roofline modeling
• Hybrid programming
• Deep mem. hierarchy
• Autotuning
• Correctness

Scientific Data 
Management

• I/O libraries
• Coupling
• Knowledge 

management

RAPIDS Focus Areas 
Application Engagement & Community Outreach

Tiger Teams, Liaisons, and Outreach

NUCLEI areas w/ ongoing collaborations 
 
Potential future NUCLEI collaborations
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FASTMath is focused on eight core technology areas
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No-Core Shell Model 
Coupled Cluster
AFMC
DFT
Leadership-class
supercomputers
Deep Learning
Quantum Computing
Tin isotopes
Neutron Stars
Tetra-neutron
Localization
Chiral Dynamics
Weak Transitions
Electron and Neutrino
Scattering

Papers/Talks: 2018
41 Papers and 35 talks 
     including 10 Physical Review Letters,  
                      1 Nature Physics
6 joint physics and Math/CS
6 methods papers (including  
                           classical/quantum computing

Papers / Talks in 2018

Annual Meeting: UTK May 29-June 31
  ~50 participants 



Chiral Interactions and Light Nuclear Spectra
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Use chiral formulations of NN and NNN interactions; 
Either Delta-full or Delta-less 

Fit NN using Pounders to NN data,  
NNN to light nuclei 

using DMEM for memory management,

FIG. 3. Spectra of A=4–12 nuclei. The energy spectra obtained with the NV2+3-Ia chi-

ral interactions are compared to experimental data. Also shown are results obtained with the

phenomenological AV18+IL7 interactions.

6 Stoks, V.G.J., Klomp, R.A.M., Rentmeester, M.C.M. & de Swart, J.J. Partial-wave analysis of

all nucleon-nucleon scattering data below 350 MeV. Phys. Rev. C 48, 792 (1993).

7 Friar, J.L., Gibson, B.F. & Payne, G.L. Recent Progress in Understanding Trinucleon Proper-

ties. Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 34, 403 (1984).

8 Pudliner, B.S., Pandharipande, V.R., Carlson, J., Pieper, S.C. &Wiringa, R.B. QuantumMonte

Carlo calculations of nuclei with A  7. Phys. Rev. C 56, 1720 (1997).

9 Navrátil, P., Vary, J.P. & Barrett, B.R. Large-basis ab initio no-core shell model and its appli-

cation to 12C. Phys. Rev. C 62, 054311 (2000).

10 Pieper, S.C., Pandharipande, V.R., Wiringa, R.B. & Carlson, J. Realistic models of pion-

exchange three-nucleon interactions. Phys. Rev. C 64, 014001 (2001).
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See Piarulli & Wild poster

With Deltas, GFMC

Piarulli, et al, PRL 2018
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Figure 1. Ground-state energies per nucleon for 3  A 
16 up to N2LO (E⌧) with the R0 = 1.0 fm cutoff. Smaller
error bars (indistinguishable from the symbols up to A = 6)
indicate the statistical Monte Carlo uncertainty, while larger
error bars are the uncertainties from the truncation of the
chiral expansion.

The error bars are estimated by including the statisti-
cal uncertainties given by the AFDMC calculations as
well as the error given by the truncation of the chiral
expansion. The ground-state energies per nucleon are in
agreement with experimental data up to A = 6, while for
12C and 16O the energies are somewhat underpredicted.
The uncertainties are reasonably small, dominated by the
truncation error.

In Fig. 2 we compare the charge radii calculated at
LO, NLO, and N2LO (E⌧) with the R0 = 1.0 fm cutoff
to experimental data. These results show that a qual-
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Figure 2. Charge radii for 3  A  16 up to N2LO (E⌧) with
the R0 = 1.0 fm cutoff. Error bars are as in Fig. 1.

itative description of binding energies and charge radii
is possible starting from Hamiltonians constructed using
only few-body data. We note, however, that the radius
of 6Li is slightly smaller than the experimental measure-
ment. It is interesting to note that the charge radius
of 6Li calculated with the GFMC method employing the
AV18 and Illinois VII (IL7) three-body interactions is
also underestimated [5].

We show in Fig. 3 the charge form factors of 12C and
16O compared to experimental data. The 12C form factor
is also compared to previous GFMC calculations with the
AV18+IL7 potentials. Our form factor calculations have
been performed using one-body charge operators only.
Two-body operators are expected to give small contribu-
tions only at momenta larger than ⇡ 500MeV [46, 47],
as they basically include relativistic corrections. It is
interesting to compare the curves given by the two dif-
ferent cutoffs. In the figure, the result obtained using
R0 = 1.0 fm at N2LO (E⌧) (solid blue line) includes the
uncertainty from the truncation of the chiral expansion
(shaded blue area). The agreement with experimental
data is very good. For R0 = 1.2 fm at N2LO (E⌧) (dot-
ted red line), the radius is too small and the first diffrac-
tion minimum occurs at a significantly higher momen-
tum than experimentally observed, consistent with the
overbinding obtained for this interaction.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we present the Coulomb sum rules for
12C and 16O. The AFDMC result for 12C is compatible
both with the available experimental data as extracted in
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Figure 3. Charge form factor for 16O at N2LO for R0 = 1.0
and 1.2 fm compared to experimental data [45, 48, 49]. For
R0 = 1.0 fm, both E⌧ and E three-body operators give
consistent results. The shaded area indicates the statistical
Monte Carlo uncertainty combined with the (dominant) un-
certainty from the truncation of the chiral expansion. For 12C,
AFDMC results are shown in the inset for R0 = 1.0 fm ver-
sus experimental data from Ref. [50] and the GFMC results
employing the AV18+IL7 potentials [46].

w/o Deltas, AFDMC

Lonardoni, et al., PRL 2018

No-core Shell Model (NCSM) 
Diagonalizes in HO basis 
GFMC: 
Uses MC for spatial d.o.f. 
AFDMC: 
Uses MC for space, spin & isospin



Deep Learning for Nuclear Binding Energy and Radius

Developed an artificial neural network for NCSM 
Demonstrated predictive power

Architecture	of	neural	network	(above)	used	
successfully	to	extrapolate	the	6Li	ground	state	
energy	from	modest	basis	spaces	(dashed	line	
sequence)	to	extreme	basis	spaces	(solid	line	
sequence)	achieving	independence	of	basis		
parameters	(flat	line	in	le,	figure).	

§  Guides	experimental	programs	at	DOE’s	rare	
isotope	faciliDes	

§  Extends	the	predicDve	power	of	ab	ini&o	nuclear	
theory	beyond	the	reach	of	current	high	
performance	compuDng	simulaDons	

§  Establishes	foundaDon	for	deep	learning	tools	in	
nuclear	theory	useful	for	a	wide	range	of	
applicaDons	

Significance	and	Impact	Scien/fic	Achievement	

•  Predict	properDes	of	nuclei	based	
on	ab	ini&o	structure	calculaDons	
in	achievable	basis	spaces	

•  Develop	arDficial	neural	networks	
that	extend	the	reach	of	high	
performance	compuDng	
simulaDons	of	nuclei	

•  Produce	accurate	predicDons	of	
nuclear	properDes	with	
quanDfied	uncertainDes	using	
fundamental	inter-nucleon	
interacDons	

Research	Details	

Deep	Learning	for	Nuclear	Binding	Energy	and	Radius	

Ref:	Best	Paper	Award:		G.	A.	Negoita,	et	al.,	in	COMPUTATION	TOOLS	
2018,	Barcelona,	Spain,	February	18–22,	2018hXp://www.thinkmind.org	
/index.php?view=arDcle&arDcleid=computaDon_tools_2018_1_40_80017				
Contacts:		jvary@iastate.edu;	egng@lbl.gov		

§  Development	of	an	arDficial	neural	network	(ANN)	for	
extending	the	applicaDon	range	of	the	ab	ini&o	No-Core	
Shell	Model	(NCSM)	

§  Demonstrated	predicDve	power	of	ANNs	for	converged	
soluDons	of	weakly	converging	simulaDons	of	the	nuclear	
radius	

§  Provided	a	new	paradigm	for	matching	Deep	Learning	with	
results	from	high	performance	compuDng	simulaDons	
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Architecture	of	neural	network	(above)	used	
successfully	to	extrapolate	the	6Li	ground	state	
energy	from	modest	basis	spaces	(dashed	line	
sequence)	to	extreme	basis	spaces	(solid	line	
sequence)	achieving	independence	of	basis		
parameters	(flat	line	in	le,	figure).	

§  Guides	experimental	programs	at	DOE’s	rare	
isotope	faciliDes	

§  Extends	the	predicDve	power	of	ab	ini&o	nuclear	
theory	beyond	the	reach	of	current	high	
performance	compuDng	simulaDons	

§  Establishes	foundaDon	for	deep	learning	tools	in	
nuclear	theory	useful	for	a	wide	range	of	
applicaDons	

Significance	and	Impact	Scien/fic	Achievement	

•  Predict	properDes	of	nuclei	based	
on	ab	ini&o	structure	calculaDons	
in	achievable	basis	spaces	

•  Develop	arDficial	neural	networks	
that	extend	the	reach	of	high	
performance	compuDng	
simulaDons	of	nuclei	

•  Produce	accurate	predicDons	of	
nuclear	properDes	with	
quanDfied	uncertainDes	using	
fundamental	inter-nucleon	
interacDons	

Research	Details	

Deep	Learning	for	Nuclear	Binding	Energy	and	Radius	

Ref:	Best	Paper	Award:		G.	A.	Negoita,	et	al.,	in	COMPUTATION	TOOLS	
2018,	Barcelona,	Spain,	February	18–22,	2018hXp://www.thinkmind.org	
/index.php?view=arDcle&arDcleid=computaDon_tools_2018_1_40_80017				
Contacts:		jvary@iastate.edu;	egng@lbl.gov		

§  Development	of	an	arDficial	neural	network	(ANN)	for	
extending	the	applicaDon	range	of	the	ab	ini&o	No-Core	
Shell	Model	(NCSM)	

§  Demonstrated	predicDve	power	of	ANNs	for	converged	
soluDons	of	weakly	converging	simulaDons	of	the	nuclear	
radius	

§  Provided	a	new	paradigm	for	matching	Deep	Learning	with	
results	from	high	performance	compuDng	simulaDons	
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Best Paper Award: COMPUTATION TOOLS 2018, Barcelona 
G.A. Negoita, et al.  (w/ Esmond Ng and James Vary) 



Coupled Cluster for heavier nuclei

11 NUCLEI COLLABORATION MEETING JUNE 2018

Summit performance
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See Jansen and Hergert poster

“everything is a tensor contraction”



Coupled Cluster and In-medium SRG for heavier nuclei

Impact	Objec,ves		
•  Determine	the	structure	of	the	supposedly	doubly	magic	

nucleus	100Sn	consis9ng	of	50	protons	and	50	neutrons	and	
its	neighbors	

•  Tying	the	structure	of	this	heavy	nucleus	to	nuclear	
interac9ons	that	are	constrained	only	in	very	light	nuclei.	

•  Compute	the	21+	state	in	100Sn	as	a	key	indicator	for	the	
structure	of	this	nucleus.	

•  Compute	the	structure	of	neighboring	isotopes	101-105Sn	to	
lay	the	ground	work	for	understanding	many	more	short-
lived	nuclei	beyond	100Sn	

•  Doubly	magic	nuclei	such	as	100Sn	have	a	simple	
structure	and	are	the	cornerstones	for	en9re	regions	
of	the	nuclear	chart.	

•  Our	results	confirm	that	100Sn	is	doubly	magic,	and	
the	predicted	low-lying	states	of	100,101Sn	open	the	
way	for	shell-model	studies	of	many	more	rare	
isotopes.	

•  Separa9on	energies	enter	models	of	
nucleosynthesis.	

§  Predic9on	that	the	energy	of	the	21+	state	in	neutron-deficient	100Sn	is	
significantly	higher	than	for	neighboring	nuclei.	

§  Finding	that	100Sn	with	charge	Z=50	and	neutron	number	N=50	is	a	doubly	
magic	nucleus.	

§  Understanding	of		the	structure	of	neighboring	nuclei	opens	the	way	to	
compute	many	more	isotopes	beyond	100Sn.	

§  Valida9on	of	nuclear	interac9ons	constrained	in	the	lightest	nuclei	enables	
predic9ons	for	more	heavy	nuclei.	

Accomplishments	

Compu&ng	the	structure	of	the	lightest	&n	isotopes	

Cap,on:	 Low-lying	 states	 in	 100Sn	 computed	 with	 the	 chiral	 interac9on	
1.8/2.0(EM)	 in	 the	 EOM-CCSD	 and	 EOM-CCSD(T)	 approxima9ons	 and	
compared	 to	 LSSM	 calcula9ons	 based	 on	 phenomenological	 interac9ons.	
The	 excita9on	 gap	 of	 about	 4	 MeV	 iden9fies	 100Sn	 as	 a	 doubly	 magic	
nucleus,	which	is	more	strongly	bound	than	its	neighbors.	

Reference:	T.	Morris	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	LeY.	120,	
152503		(2018)	
Contact:	T.	Morris,	morristd@ornl.gov	

Low-lying states in Tin 100  
(50 neutrons and 50 protons)

Large gap to 2+ state indicates doubly magic 
Lays the groundwork for more neutron-rich isotopes 

Relevant to nucleosynthesis

T. Morris et al, PRL 2018

See Jansen and Hergert poster
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FIG. 4. The mass landscape of titanium isotopes is shown from three perspectives: (a) absolute masses (shown in binding
energy format), (b) its first “derivative” as two-neutron separation energies (S2n), and (c) its second “derivative” as empirical
neutron-shell gaps (�2n). Both theoretical ab initio calculations (lines) and experimental values (points) are shown. The
no-shell hypothesis on N = 32 is presented in panel b as a smooth linear fit to S2n AME16 data between 52�56Ti, and its
residual is shown in the insert, as well as the updated values with TITAN data.
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FIG. 5. Empirical neutron-shell gaps for titanium and neigh-
boring isotopic chains show the abrupt rise of the N = 32
shell closure between V and Sc. VS-IMSRG calculations us-
ing the 1.8/2.0(EM) interaction (lines) show remarkable over-
all agreement, but overpredict the extent of the N = 32 shell
closure towards heavier isotones. Data (points) were calcu-
lated from AME16 [12] values, red data points also include
the measurements reported here. Dashed lines in Sc chain
are from NN+3N(lnl) GGF calculations. Each isotopic chain
was shifted by a multiple of 3.5 MeV for clarity.

this region, we have employed the 1.8/2.0(EM) interac-
tion to study shell evolution across the known extremes
of the N = 32 shell closure, at Ca (where it is strongest)
and V (where it is quenched) isotopic chains, as shown in
Fig. 5. First, we see that the calculations provide an ex-
cellent description of neutron shell evolution at N = 28;
and, while there is a general overprediction of the neutron
shell gap at N = 32, the trends from N = 28 to N = 32
are mostly reproduced. In contrast, calculated shell gaps
in titanium steeply rise fromN = 30 toN = 32 compared
to experiment, and even predict modest shell e↵ects in
the vanadium chain. This indicates that the N = 32 clo-
sure is predicted to arise too early towards Ca. While

the origin of this discrepancy is not completely clear, we
note that signatures of shell closures are often modestly
overestimated by VS-IMSRG [50]. From direct compar-
isons with coupled cluster theory [56], it is expected that
some controlled approximation to include three-body op-
erators in the VS-IMSRG will improve such predictions
in magic nuclei and possibly in titanium as well.

In summary, precision mass measurements performed
with TITAN’s Penning trap and multiple-reflection time-
of-flight mass spectrometers on neutron-rich titanium iso-
topes conclusively establish the existence of weak shell
e↵ects at N = 32, narrowing down the evolution of
this shell and its abrupt quenching. We also present
unprecedented calculations from several ab initio theo-
ries, including the first ever published results using the
NN+3N(lnl) interaction. Overall, all presented theories
perform well in this region, but our work reveals deficien-
cies in the description of the N = 32 shell if compared
to the neighbor N = 28. Our data provide fine informa-
tion for the development of the next generation of nuclear
forces. These results also highlight the scientific capabil-
ities of the new TITAN MR-TOF-MS, whose sensitivity
enables probing much rarer species with competitive pre-
cision.

The authors want to thank the TRILIS group at TRI-
UMF for Ti beam development, C. Lotze, T. Wasem, R.
Weiß and the sta↵ of the machine shop of the physics in-
stitutes of the JLU Gießen for excellent technical support.
This work was partially supported by Canadian agencies
NSERC and CFI, U.S.A. NSF (grants PHY-1419765 and
PHY-1614130) and DOE (grant de-sc0017649), Brazil’s
CNPq (grant 249121/2013-1), United Kingdom’s STFC
(grants ST/L005816/1 and ST/L005743/1), German in-
stitutions DFG (grants FR 601/3-1 and SFB1245 and
through PRISMA Cluster of Excellence), BMBF (grants
05P15RDFN1 and 05P12RGFN8), the Helmholtz Associ-
ation through NAVI (grant VH-VI-417), HMWK through

Shell closure for N=32 for 
Different isotopes expos vs. theory (IMSRG)

E. Leistenschneider, et al. PRL (2018)  
Accurate treatment for open shell nuclei 



Why Scaling? Interpolation-Based Trust-Region Methods

Basic trust region iteration:

⋄ Build surrogate model m (POUNDERS:
for each residual Ri)

⋄ Trust approximation of m within region
B = {x ∈ R

n : ∥x− xk∥ ≤ ∆k}
NB- This norm (could but) is not
changing

⋄ Use m to obtain next point within B for
evaluation

Incorporate prior knowledge through scaling, norm selection, initial ∆0

NUCLEI 2018 16

Density function theory for very heavy nuclei:  
Oganesson (Z=118)

• Oganesson (Og, Z118) is a recent addition to the 
periodic table of the elements and the chart of 
nuclides.  

• Using state-of-the art atomic and nuclear models, 
and advanced computational tools, we study the 
electronic and nucleonic shell structure of 
superheavy elements. 

• Og is a rather unusual addition to the periodic 
table and to the chart of nuclides: it breaks our 
textbook picture of electronic and nucleonic 
shells.  

• Og is expected to show uniform-gas-like behavior 
in the valence region both for electrons and 
neutrons. Consequently, Og is expected to be a 
metal at room temperature. 

Left: Electron 
localization for noble-
gas  elements xenon, 
radon, and oganesson 
predicted in relativistic 
calculations. The outer 
electron shells of Og are 
expected to show 
weaker shell effects. 
Right: A similar 
transition to uniform-
gas behavior in the 
valence region is also 
expected for the 
neutron localization of 
superheavy nuclei 308Og 
and 472164 (right).  

Objectives Impact 

Oganesson is an oddball 
among atoms and nuclei 

• Publication: P. Jerabek, B. Schuetrumpf, P. 
Schwerdtfeger, and W. Nazarewicz, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 120, 053001 (2018). 

• Highlighted as Editors’ suggestion. 
• Featured in Physics (phys.aps.org) as Viewpoint: 

Heaviest Element Has Unusual Shell Structure 

• Featured on the cover of Phys. Rev. Lett. 120(5) 
issue. 

• Featured by Physics Today, Nature, Physics World, 
Science News, Gizmodo, Phys.org, Chemistry 
World, and many international news outlets. 

Accomplishments 

Left: electronic localization 
for noble gases 

Right: neutron localization  
in heavy nuclei

P. Jerabek, et al, 
PRL 2018 

Using density functional theory 
and advanced computational techniques, 
We study the transition from  
strong shell structure (localization)  
to uniform matter. 
Shell structure transitions to uniform 
matter in large nuclei

POUNDERS: 
Basic Trust Region Iteration 

(Wild)



Weak Interactions in Nuclei 
From beta decay to quasi elastic scattering 

Historically significant issues: 
Over predicting beta decay 

Under predicting quasi elastic scattering

Beta Decay

MiniBoo

Theory

Quasielastic Scattering
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the experimental matrix ele-
ments R(GT ) with the theoretical calculations based on
the “free-nucleon” Gamow-Teller operator. Each transi-
tion is indicated by a point in the x-y plane, with the
theoretical value given by the x coordinate of the point
and the experimental value by the y coordinate.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the experimental values of
the sums T (GT ) with the correspondig theoretical value
based on the “free-nucleon” Gamow-Teller operator.
Each sum is indicated by a point in the x-y plane, with the
theoretical value given by the x coordinate of the point
and the experimental value by the y coordinate.

TABLE I. Experimental and theoretical M(GT ) matrix elements. The experimental data have been taken from [19]. Iβ + Iϵ

are the branching ratios . All other quantities explained in the text.

Process 2Jπ
n , 2T π

n Q Iβ + Iϵ log ft M(GT ) W
(MeV) (%) Exp. Th.

41Sc(β+)41Ca 7−, 1 6.496 99.963(3) 3.461(7) 2.999 4.083 6.172
42Sc∗(β+)42Ca 12+, 2 3.851 100 4.17(2) 2.497 3.389 11.127
42Ti(β+)42Sc 2+, 0 6.392 55(14) 3.17(12) 2.038 2.736 3.086
43Sc(β+)43Ca 7−, 3 2.221 77.5(7) 5.03(2) 0.677 0.764 6.172

5−, 3 1.848 22.5(7) 4.97(3) 0.726 0.878
44Sc(β+)44Ca 4+

1 , 4 2.497 98.95(4) 5.30(2) 0.392 0.741 6.901
4+
2 , 4 0.998 1.04(4) 5.15(3) 0.466 0.205

4+
3 , 4 0.353 0.010(2) 6.27(8) 0.128 0.295

44Sc∗(β+)44Ca 12+, 4 0.640 1.20(7) 5.88(3) 0.324 0.276 11.127
45Ca(β−)45Sc 7−, 3 0.258 99.9981 5.983(1) 0.226 0.079 13.802
45Ti(β+)45Sc 7−, 3 2.066 99.685(17) 4.591(2) 1.123 1.551 6.172

5−, 3 1.342 0.154(12) 6.24(4) 0.168 0.280
7−, 3 0.654 0.090(10) 5.81(5) 0.276 0.397
9−, 3 0.400 0.054(5) 5.60(4) 0.351 0.712

45V(β+)45Ti 7−, 1 7.133 95.7(15) 3.64(2) 1.801 2.208 6.172
5−, 1 7.093 4.3(15) 5.0(2) 0.701 0.428

46Sc(β−)46Ti 8+, 2 0.357 99.9964(7) 6.200(3) 0.187 0.277 13.093
47Ca(β−)47Sc 7−, 5 1.992 19(10) 8.5(3) 0.012 0.262 16.331

5−, 5 0.695 81(10) 6.04(6) 0.212 0.235
47Sc(β−)47Ti 5−, 3 0.600 31.6(6) 6.10(1) 0.198 0.235 13.802

7−, 3 0.441 68.4(6) 5.28(1) 0.508 0.611

3

Empirically need to decrease rate 
(matrix element squared) 

by ~50%
Empirically need to increase rate 

(matrix element squared) 
by ~30-40%
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gs ex
LO 2.334 2.150

N2LO –3.18⇥10�2 –2.79⇥10�2

N3LO(CT) 2.79⇥10�1 2.36⇥10�1

OPE –2.99⇥10�2 –2.44⇥10�2

N4LO(2b) –1.61⇥10�1 –1.33⇥10�1

N4LO(3b) –6.59⇥10�3 –4.86⇥10�3

TABLE II. Individual contributions to the 7Be ✏-capture
Gamow-Teller RMEs obtained at various orders in the chiral
expansion of the axial current (⇤=500 MeV) with VMC wave
functions. The rows labeled LO and N2LO refer to, respec-
tively, the first term and the terms proportional to 1/m2 in
Eq. (1); the rows labeled N3LO(CT) and OPE, and N4LO(2b)
and N4LO(3b), refer to panel (a) and panels (b) and (f), and
to panels (c)-(e), (g) and panel (h) in Fig. 1, respectively.

The contributions of the axial current order-by-order in
the chiral expansion are given for the GT matrix ele-
ment of the 7Be ✏ capture in Table II. Those beyond
LO, with the exception of the CT at N3LO, have oppo-
site sign relative to the (dominant) LO. The loop cor-
rections N4LO(2b) are more than a factor 5 larger (in
magnitude) than the OPE. This is primarily due to the
accidental cancellation between the terms proportional
to c3 and c4 in the OPE operator at N3LO (which also
occurs in the tritium GT matrix element [27]). It is also
in line with the chiral filter hypothesis [35–37], according
to which, if soft-pion processes are suppressed—as is the
case for the axial current—then higher-order chiral cor-
rections are not necessarily small. Indeed, the less than
3% overall correction due to terms beyond LO reported
in Table I (row N4LO) comes about because of destruc-
tive interference between two relatively large (⇠ 10%)
contributions from the CT and the remaining [primarily
N4LO(2b)] terms considered here.

Ratios of GFMC to experimental values for the GT
RMEs in the 3H, 6He, 7Be, and 10C weak transitions
are displayed in Fig. 2—theory results correspond to
�EFT axial currents at LO and including corrections
up to N4LO. The experimental values are those listed
in Table I, while that for 3H is 1.6474(24) [27]. These
values have been obtained by using g

A

=1.2723(23) [38]
and K/

⇥
G2

V

�
1 +�V

R

�⇤
=6144.5(1.4) sec [39], where

K =2⇡3 ln 2/m5
e

=8120.2776(9) ⇥ 10�10 GeV�4 sec and
�V

R

= 2.361(38)% is the transition-independent radiative
correction [39]. In the case of the � decays, but not for
the ✏ captures, the transition-dependent (�0

R

) radiative
correction has also been accounted for. Lastly, in the ✏
processes the rates have been obtained by ignoring the
factors B

K

and B
L1 which include the e↵ects of electron

exchange and overlap in the capture from the K and L1
atomic subshells. As noted by Chou et al. [14] following
Bahcall [40, 41], such an approximation is expected to be
valid in light nuclei, since these factors only account for

1 1.1 1.2

Ratio to EXPT

10C 10B

7Be 7Li(gs)
6He 6Li
3H 3He

7Be 7Li(ex)

gfmc 1b
gfmc 1b+2b(N4LO)
Chou et al. 1993 - Shell Model - 1b

FIG. 2. (Color online) Ratios of GFMC to experimental
values of the GT RMEs in the 3H, 6He, 7Be, and 10C weak
transitions. Theory predictions correspond to the �EFT axial
current in LO (blue circles) and up to N4LO (magenta stars).
Green squares indicate ‘unquenched’ shell model calculations
from Ref. [14] based on the LO axial current.

a redistribution of the total strength among the di↵erent
subshells (however, it should be noted that B

K

and B
L1

were retained in Ref. [11], and led to the extraction of
experimental values for the GT RMEs about 10% larger
than reported here).
We find overall good agreement with data for the 6He

�-decay and ✏ captures in 7Be, although the former is
overpredicted by ⇠ 2%, a contribution that comes almost
entirely from 2b and 3b chiral currents. The experimental
GT RME for the 10C �-decay is overpredicted by ⇠ 10%,
with two-body currents giving a contribution that is com-
parable to the statistical GFMC error. The presence of
a second (1+; 0) excited state at ⇠ 2.15 MeV can poten-
tially contaminate the wave function of the 10B excited
state at ⇠ 0.72 MeV, making this the hardest transition
to calculate reliably. In fact, a small admixture of the
second excited state (' 6% in probability) in the VMC
wave function brings the VMC reduced matrix element
in statistical agreement with the the measured value, a
variation that does not spoil the overall good agreement
we find for the reported branching ratios of 98.54(14)%
(< 0.08%) to the first (second) (1+, 0) state of 10B [14].
Because of the small energy di↵erence of these two levels,
it would require an expensive GFMC calculation to see if
this improvement remains or is removed; in lighter sys-
tems we have found that such changes of the trial VMC
wave function are removed by GFMC.

We note that correlations in the wave functions sig-
nificantly reduce the matrix elements, a fact that can
be appreciated by comparing the LO GFMC (blue cir-
cles in Fig. 2) and the LO shell model calculations
(green squares in the same figure) from Ref. [14]. More-
over, preliminary variational Monte Carlo studies, based

Pastore, et al PRC (2018)
|MGT|2

Super allowed Gamow-Teller decay of 100Sn

GT:	7-11
MEC+GT:	5-7	

Hagen, et al, CC

NN correlations and currents are critical - also for quasi elastic scattering



Short-range structure of Nuclei: 
electron and neutrino scattering
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by charge-changing and neutral current processes. In
particular, the energy dependence of the cross section
is quite important in extracting neutrino oscillation pa-
rameters. An earlier study of the sum rules associated
with the weak transverse and vector-axial interference re-
sponse functions in 12C found [38] a large enhancement
due to two-body currents in both the vector and axial
components of the neutral current. Only neutral weak
processes have been considered so far, but one would
expect these conclusions to remain valid in the case of
charge-changing ones. In this connection, it is important
to realize that neutrino and anti-neutrino cross sections
di↵er only in the sign of this vector-axial interference re-
sponse, and that this di↵erence is crucial for inferring
the charge-conjugation and parity violating phase, one
of the fundamental parameters of neutrino physics, to
be measured at the Deep Underground Neutrino Exper-
iment (DUNE)[39].

FIG. 2. (Color online) Same as Fig. 1 but for the electromag-
netic transverse response functions. Because pion production
mechanisms are not included, the present theory underesti-
mates the (transverse) strength in the � peak region, see in
particular the q=570 MeV/c case.

We conclude by updating in Fig. 3 the results for the

Coulomb sum rule of 12C obtained in Ref. [5]. The theo-
retical calculation (solid line) and analyses of the experi-
mental data (empty and full circles) are from that work.
We recall that the empty circles are obtained by inte-
grating RL(q,!) up to !

max

, the highest measured en-
ergy transfer, while the full circles also include the “tail”
contribution for ! > !

max

and into the time-like region
(! > q), which cannot be accessed in (e, e0) scattering
experiments, by assuming that the longitudinal response
in 12C is proportional to that of the deuteron [5]. As
the direct calculations demonstrate in Figs. 1–2, there
is non-vanishing strength in the time like-region (see in
particular the top panels of these figures which extend
to ! > q), and this strength needs to be accounted for
before comparing theory to experiment.
The square data points in Fig. 3 have been obtained

by adding to the full circles the contribution due to the
low-lying J⇡ =2+, 0+

2

, and 4+ states. Given the choice of
normalization for SL(q) in Fig. 3, this contribution is sim-
ply given by the sum of the squares—each multiplied by
Z =6—of the (longitudinal) transition form factors listed
in Table I. Among these, the dominant is the form factor
to the 2+ state at 4.44 MeV excitation energy. The con-
tributions associated with these states, in particular the
2+, were overlooked in the analysis of Ref. [5] and, to the
best of our knowledge, in all preceding analyses—the dif-
ference between total inelastic and quasi-elastic strength
alluded to earlier was not fully appreciated. While they
are negligible at large q (certainly at q=570 MeV/c),
they are significant at low q. They help to bring theory
into excellent agreement with experiment.
Figures 1 and 2 clearly demonstrate that the picture

of interacting nucleons and currents quantitatively de-
scribes the electromagnetic response of 12C in the quasi-
elastic regime. The key features necessary for this suc-
cessful description are a complete and consistent treat-
ment of initial-state correlations and final-state interac-
tions and a realistic treatment of two-nucleon currents,
all fully and exactly accounted for in the GFMC calcula-
tions. In the transverse channel the interference between
one- and two-body current (schematically, 1b-2b) con-
tributions is largely responsible for enhancement in the
quasi-elastic peak, while this interference plays a minor
role at large !, where 2b-2b contributions become dom-
inant. The absence of explicit pion production mech-
anisms in this channel restricts the applicability of the
present theory to the quasi-elastic region of RT (q,!), for
!’s below the �-resonance peak. Finally, the so-called
quenching of the longitudinal response near the quasi-
elastic peak emerges in this study as a result of initial-
state correlations and final-state interactions.

A critical reading of the manuscript by Ingo Sick is
gratefully acknowledged. This research is supported

Lovato, et al, PRL (2016)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Weak neutral ⌫ (black curves) and
⌫ (red curves) di↵erential cross sections in 12C at q=570
MeV/c, obtained with one-body only and one- and two-body
terms in the NC. The final neutrino angle is indicated in
each panel. The insets show ratios of the ⌫ to ⌫ (central-
value) cross sections. Also shown are the PWIA results.

contributions as the momentum and energy transfers in-
crease from the threshold regime of relevance in discrete
transitions between low-lying states, to the intermediate
regime (⇠ 50–100 MeV) of interest to neutrino scatter-
ing in astrophysical environments or neutrinoless double
beta decay [26, 27], to the quasielastic regime being stud-
ied here.

In Fig. 2 we show the ⌫ and ⌫ di↵erential cross sec-

tions and the ⌫/⌫ ratios for a fixed value of the three-
momentum transfer as function of the energy transfer
for a number of scattering angles. In terms of these vari-
ables, the initial energy E of the neutrino is given by

E =
!

2

"
1 +

s

1 +
Q2

!2 sin2(✓/2)

#
, (4)

and its final energy E0 =E � !: for example, at ✓=15�

the initial energy decreases from 2.2 GeV to 1.6 GeV as
! increases from threshold to 450 MeV; at ✓=120� the
initial energy increases from roughly 0.3 GeV to slightly
over 0.5 GeV as ! varies over the same range. Thus the
present results computed at fixed q=570 MeV/c as a
function of ! span a broad kinematical range in terms
of E and E0—the kinematical variables most relevant for
the analysis of accelerator neutrino experiments.
Because of the cancellation in Eq. (1) between the dom-

inant contributions proportional to the Rxx and Rxy re-
sponse functions, the ⌫ cross section decreases rapidly rel-
ative to the ⌫ cross section as the scattering angle changes
from the forward to the backward hemisphere. For this
same reason, two-body current contributions are smaller
for the ⌫ than for the ⌫ cross section, in fact becoming
negligible for the ⌫ backward-angle cross section. As the
angle changes from the forward to the backward hemi-
sphere, the ⌫ cross section drops by almost an order of
magnitude, and in the limit ✓= 180� is just proportional
to Rxx(q,!)�Rxy(q,!).
For comparison, we also show results obtained in the

plane-wave impulse approximation (PWIA), in which
only one-body currents are retained jNC

↵ =
P

i j
NC
↵ (i).

In PWIA the struck nucleon with initial momentum p
absorbs the external field momentum q and transitions
to a particle state of momentum p+ q without further
interactions with the spectator nucleons. In its simplest
formulation, the PWIA response functions are

RPWIA
↵� (q,!) =

Z
d3p

(2⇡)3
n(p)r↵�(p,q,!)

⇥ �
h
! � E � (p+ q)2

2m
� p2

2(A� 1)m

i
. (5)

In the above equation E is the average removal energy,
n(p) is the momentum distribution of the struck nucleon,
which we take from [28], and the single-nucleon coupling
to the external neutral-current field is given by

r↵�(p,q,!) =
1

4

X

⌘,⌘0

hp+ q, ⌘0|jNC
↵ (1)|p, ⌘i

⇥ hp, ⌘|jNC
� (1)|p+ q, ⌘0i , (6)

where ⌘ (⌘0) indicates the spin-isospin state of the initial
(final) nucleon. The comparison between the PWIA and
the one-body GFMC curves highlights how correlations
and final state interactions quench the quasielastic peak,

anti-ν
ν

e- scattering

ν scattering

Lovato, et al, PRC (2018)



Short-range structure of Neutron Matter: 
Neutron star cooling and gravitational Waves

First Direct Evidence for the Fastest Neutrino  
Emission Mechanism in a Neutron Star

Impact
• We found that the neutron star MXB 1659-29 is the first

with a firmly detected thermal component in its x-ray
spectrum that needs a fast neutrino-cooling process.

• In particular, we found that it has a core luminosity that
substantially exceeds that of a modified Urca reaction
and is consistent with the direct Urca reaction operating
in a small fraction of the core.

• Future measurements of the temperature variation of the
neutron star core during quiescence should place an
upper limit on the core specific heat and serve as a check
of the fraction of the neutron star core in which nucleons
are unpaired.

Accomplishments
•Publication: 
Edward F. Brown, Andrew Cumming, Farrukh J. Fattoyev,  
C. J. Horowitz, Dany Page and Sanjay Reddy
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 172701 (2018).
•Highlighted as Editors’ Suggestion.
•Featured in Physics (phys.aps.org) as Viewpoint:                   
A rapidly cooling neutron star.
•Featured by Science News, Interesting Engineering, and 
many international news outlets.

Objectives
• Observations of the thermal relaxation of the neutron

star crust in the transient system MXB 1659—29
following 2.5 years of accretion allow us to measure the
energy deposited into the core during accretion.

• This energy is then re-radiated as neutrinos in about 20
years which allows us to infer the neutron star core
temperature.

• MXB 1659-29 had previously been in an outburst and
went into quiescence. If the outburst-quiescent cycles
observed to date represent the long-time average
accretion behavior of the source, then the core neutrino
luminosity can be obtained.

Posterior distribution of the neutrino cooling prefactor from the MCMC
fits to the MXB 1659-29 cooling curve is consistent with the fast neutrino
cooling scenario such as the direct Urca reaction.

Observed cooling from MXB 1659-29 
consistent with ‘fast’ cooling:  

consistent with direct Urca in the core

Edward F. Brown, C. J. Horowitz, et al., 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 172701 (2018).  

Connecting Neutron Skins to 
Gravitational Waves

Impact
• Based on the GW data we deduced an upper limit on the 

neutron star radius of a 1.4 solar-mass neutron star:         

R ≲ 13.76 km.
• We inferred a corresponding upper limit on the neutron 

skin thickness of 208Pb:  Rskin ≲ 0.25 fm.

• Relying on experimental lower bound of Rskin(208Pb) as 

measured by the PREX Collaboration, we were able to 

provide the lower limit on the tidal deformability ≳ 490.

• If the upcoming experiment measures a thicker skin, this 

may be evidence of a softening of the symmetry energy 

at high densities, or indicative of a phase transition in the 

interior of neutron stars. 

Accomplishments
•Publication: F. J Fattoyev, J. Piekarewicz, and C. J. Horowitz, 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 172702 (2018).

•Highlighted as Editors’ Suggestion.

• Featured in Physics (phys.aps.org) as Synopsis: 

Gravitational Waves Shed Light on Dense Nuclear Matter.

• Featured by Inside Science , Physics World, Sky & 

Telescope, and several international news outlets.

Objectives
• Use a set of realistic equation-of-state (EOS) models to 

confront their predictions against tidal deformabilities

extracted from the gravitational-wave (GW) data of 

binary neutron star merger GW170817.

• Given the sensitivity of GW data to the EOS, find 

constraints on the neutron star radius. 

• Explore density dependence of the nuclear symmetry 

energy and analyze the impact of this measurement on 

the neutron skin thickness of 208Pb.

Model predictions for tidal deformability as a function of the

neutron star radius and the neutron skin thickness of 208Pb.

Radius of a 1.4 solar mass neutron star 

Neutron skin thickness of 208Pb 
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F. J Fattoyev, J. Piekarewicz,  
and C. J. Horowitz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 172702 (2018).  

Constraints on radius and  
tidal deformability of a neutron star 



Quantum Computing in Nuclear Physics
Impact	Objec,ves		

•  Perform	the	first	quantum	computa2on	of	an	
atomic	nucleus	

•  Learn	how	to	map	real-word	physics	problems	
onto	exis2ng	quantum	devices		

•  Demonstrated	that	the	binding	energy	of	an	
atomic	nucleus	can	be	computed	on	quantum	
chips	

•  Designed	a	low-depth	circuit	and	used	
extrapola2on	techniques	to	mi2gate	noise	

•  Using	two	and	three	qubits,	and	two	different	quantum	
chips,	the	binding	energy	of	the	lightest	nucleus,	the	
deuteron,	was	computed	to	within	a	few	percent.	

•  Proof-of-principle	computa2on	that	atomic	nuclei	can	be	
computed	on	nascent	quantum	devices.		

Accomplishments	

Quantum	Compu+ng	of	an	Atomic	Nucleus	

Cap,on:	Experimentally	determined	energies	for	the	deuteron	(top)	
and	expecta2on	values	of	the	Pauli	 terms	that	enter	the	two-qubit	
Hamiltonian	as	determined	on	 the	QX5	 (center)	 and	19Q	 (boLom)	
quantum	 chips	 as	 a	 func2on	 of	 the	 angle	 that	 parameterizes	 the	
wave	 func2on.	 Experimental	 (theore2cal)	 results	 are	 denoted	 by	
symbols	(lines).	

Reference:	E.	F.	Dumitrescu	et	al.,	Phys.	Rev.	LeL.	
accepted	(2018);	arXiv:1801.03897	
Contact:	T.	Papenbrock,	tpapenbr@utk.edu	

Computing the Deuteron  
On actual quantum computers Methods for computing 

Quantum dynamics 
(electron and neutrino scattering)

E. F. Dumitrescu et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 210501 (2018).
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where F2W (x) is the well-known Fejer kernel from Fourier
analysis (see eg. [45]). The probability distribution P (y)
is a good approximation of SO(!) since this kernel can
be seen as a representation of the delta function with
width �x ⇡ 2�W . Therefore if we require a frequency
resolution �! we will need W = log2 (�H/�!) auxiliary
qubits and a polynomial number of applications of the
time evolution operator to obtain a sample from P (y).

As mentioned above, for most Hamiltonians of interest
the energy gap�H scales only polynomially with the size
of the system.

We now need to estimate P (y) from N samples drawn
from it. Since y is a discrete variable an e�cient way of
reconstructing the probability distribution is by produc-
ing an histogram hN (y) from the samples. Using Hoe↵d-
ing’s inequality [46] we find that

Pr (|hN (y)� P (y)| � �)  2e�2N�2 , (15)

which implies in order to obtain a precision � with prob-
ability 1� ✏ we need approximately

N = ln

✓
2

✏

◆
1

2�2
(16)

independent samples.
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FIG. 1. Approximations of the true response function SO(!)
for the model system described by the hamiltonian of Eq. (5)
for di↵erent numbers of the work qubits: W = 6 (blue line),
W = 8 (red line) and W = 12 (green line). The exact re-
sponse is also shown with black dots. The inset shows the
maximum error in the sample estimate of P (y) as a function
of the number of samples.

In Fig. 1 we plot the approximate response P (y) for
the model Hamiltonian Eq. (5) at three di↵erent values
of W (6,8,12). By comparing with the exact result shown
as black dots, we see that for W = 12 the e↵ect of energy
resolution is negligible but already with W = 8 we ob-
tain a rather accurate estimate for SO(!). Even W = 6
reproduces important features of the response, which in
experiments is convoluted with the detector resolution.
The inset shows the convergence of the maximum error

�max = sup
y2[0,...,2W�1]

|hN (y)� P (y)| (17)

as a function of the sample size N . Response functions
relevant for ⌫ and e� scattering are typically smooth at
high energy and hence require small W and short prop-
agation times.
Finally, in order to obtain a negligible bias from the

state preparation we need the parameter � to scale as

� / C

p
�

kÔk (18)

for some constant C = O(1). Note that the Hamilto-
nian evolution implemented in Ût has to have an error
✏t  �2kÔk2 to be negligible (luckily algorithms with
only logarithmic dependence on ✏t are known [34, 41]).
This concludes the proof of the scalings (3) and (4).

II. FINAL STATE MEASUREMENTS

In electron- or neutrino-nuclear scattering experi-
ments [9, 47–60] one would like to infer the probability
P (q,!|~p) that the probe transferred energy-momentum
(q,!) to the nucleus and simultaneously that the final
state includes a nucleon (or neutron or proton) of mo-
mentum (~p). More concretely this amounts to an infer-
ence procedure of the form

P (q,!|~p) = P (~p|q,!)P (q,!)

P (~p)

= P (~p|q,!)P (!|q)P (q)

P (~p)

(19)

where P (~p) results from the experimental measure,
P (~p|q,!) is the momentum distribution of the final states
for a process with given (q,!) and P (q|!) ⌘ S(q,!). The
prior probability P (q) depends on the static response of
the nucleus and the characteristic of the probe beam and
can be updated given the other ones by a Bayesian pro-
cedure. The above section explains how to obtain S(q,!)
with a given accuracy and in the following we will show
how to evaluate few-body momentum distributions given
by the final state of the algorithm above. Note that af-
ter measuring the W ancilla qubits of Sec.I B the main
register will be left in a state | f i composed by a lin-
ear superposition of final states corresponding to energy
transfer ! ±�!. Imagine we want now to compute ex-
clusive 1 and 2-body momentum distributions

n1(A) = h f |n̂A| f i n2(A,B) = h f |n̂An̂B | f i (20)

where n̂k ⌘ n̂(~pk,�k, ⌧k) is the number operator for a
state with momentum ~pk, spin �k and isospin ⌧k. We
can define a unitary operator Un

A

= exp(�i⇡n̂A) (which
is e�ciently implementable) and run the following circuit
with an ancilla qubit

|0i H • H

| f i Un
A

(21)

Roggero, et al, arXiv 1804.01505  



Conclusions
   Exciting Era for Nuclear Physics: 

Many New Capabilities for Computing Nuclear Structure 
 and Dynamics: 

Many new experiments and observations 
• Ab-initio calculations of nuclear structure and decay 
• Neutron-rich nuclei and r-process nucleosynthesis 
• Weak interactions at low-energy (beta decay) and  
• high-energy (electron and neutrino scattering) 
• Neutrinos in astrophysics 
• Gravitational waves and neutron star structure

Outstanding early career scientists  
to take advantage 

of these opportunities
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